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An innovative design using steel special moment frames sized per build-
ing code requirements for strength and viscous dampers to control story drift
ratios results in longer period structures that limit floor accelerations with
excellent performance in design-level earthquakes. However, the response of
this design to extreme seismic events is not well understood. This is due to
the lack of: a) limit state data for dampers, and b) data on the response of the
system when subjected to large earthquakes. To address these issues, analyti-
cal investigation of the limit states of dampers was performed and the per-
formance of the model was correlated with experimental data. This model was
then implemented in a group of archetypes subjected to collapse-level load-
ing. Analysis showed that this design had satisfactory performance when sub-
jected to extreme seismic events. Additional significant improvement in
performance was obtained with an enhanced damper design and with a
damper safety factor of 1.3. [DOI: 10.1193/1.3651357]

INTRODUCTION

A system consisting of steel special moment-resisting frames and fluid viscous dampers
(hereinafter referred to as “SMRF-FVDs”) has been used in practice to resist seismic load-
ing. Typically, steel members are sized for the strength level of code-prescribed forces, and
the dampers are sized to control drift. Such systems have also been shown to be a cost-
effective solution because the expense of the dampers is mitigated by the savings in steel
weight (Miyamoto and Gilani 2008) and the design produces better performance in design
seismic events (Miyamoto and Singh 2002).
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Although the SMRF-FVD system has been adequate for design-level events, research
was conducted to investigate the performance of the system during large events. This
research* was based on the FEMA P695 methodology (NEHRP 2009) and was designed to
address the following issues:

• Damper limit states. In typical design and analysis, dampers are modeled as a vis-
cous dashpot element in series with an elastic spring. In other words, the limit states
of dampers and their effect on the response are not accounted for. For very large
earthquakes, it is anticipated that some of the FVDs in the structure will reach their
limit states.

• SMRF-FVD performance in very large earthquakes. SMRF-FVD systems have
not been subjected to large earthquakes. Therefore, it is not known how the system
would perform at large or near-collapse shaking levels.

• FVD factor of safety. The adequacy of the safety factor used to fabricate the
dampers has not been investigated. The current U.S. code provisions for the design
of viscous dampers are based on Chapter 19 of ASCE/SEI 7 (ASCE 2005). In this
approach, the dampers are constructed with a factor of safety of 1.0 with respect to
the computed damper response values at the maximum considered earthquake
(MCE) intensity. For retrofit of structures with viscous dampers, a safety factor of
1.3 is recommended by ASCE/SEI 41 (ASCE 2006).

This research addressed these issues by first identifying the limit states of the viscous
dampers. Next, analytical studies were conducted to verify the accuracy of the model and to
correlate the results with laboratory test data. Finally, incremental dynamic analysis of a
group of archetypes of SMRF-FVDs was conducted to assess the performance of the system
in very large earthquakes and to assess the adequacy of the code-prescribed factors of
safety. The evaluation was based on the FEMA P695 procedure, which requires that a suffi-
cient number of archetypes be evaluated (using nonlinear analysis) to accurately capture the
performance of the system under investigation. In this procedure, the archetypes are selected
to represent the variability inherent in a system.

The analysis used a refined viscous damper model that incorporates limit states devel-
oped by the authors (Miyamoto et al. 2010b). The analysis and evaluation procedure fol-
lowed the techniques developed as part of the FEMA P695 studies. Such an approach has
been applied to a variety of building framings (Haselton and Deierlein 2007). One of the
objectives of these studies has been to determine the validity of various code parameters, in
particular the response modification (R) factor. The material presented in this paper uses a
similar methodology. However, the primary objectives of this study were to establish the
probability of collapse at MCE and to assess the system performance.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF VISCOUS DAMPERS WITH LIMIT STATES

OVERVIEW

Figure 1 (Taylor Devices 2009) presents a cross-sectional view of a typical viscous damper.
Viscous dampers consist of a cylinder and a stainless-steel piston. The cylinder is filled with an

* It should be noted that the research was limited in scope. An overall comprehensive investigation of moment-
frame structures with viscous dampers is beyond the scope of the work presented in this paper.
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incompressible silicone fluid that maintains stable properties over a wide range of operating
temperatures. Dampers are activated by the transfer of the silicone fluids between chambers at
opposite ends of the unit through small orifices. Typically, the dampers are attached to the
structures by hollow structural steel (HSS) members, referred to as “driver braces.”

A mathematical representation of FVDs and their driver braces that accounts for the var-
ious damper limit states has been developed by the authors (Miyamoto et al. 2010b) and is
shown in Figure 2. The viscous damper model consists of the driver brace, piston and piston
undercut, the viscous component, and the cylinder walls. Each component has a limit state.

DAMPER LIMIT STATES

The constitutive relations for the various components that were assumed for analysis
reported in this paper are presented in Figure 3. The driver brace is used to attach the
damper to the beam-to-column connection. The driver is designed using both strength and
stiffness criteria. The brace must have sufficient compressive and tensile capacity to with-
stand the axial load delivered by the damper at the MCE level. Additionally, the driver must
be sufficiently stiff to ensure that the viscous element becomes effective. After the brace
buckles, the damper is rendered ineffective. It should be noted that the post-buckling

Figure 1. Block diagram for viscous dampers.

Figure 2. Mathematical representation of the FVD and driver brace.
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response of the driver brace has not been modeled for this study because it is assumed that
when buckling is initiated, the damper is rendered ineffective given the small tolerance of
the piston and the alignment of the unit.

The piston undercut, approximately 13 mm (0.5 in.) long, is the machined-down section
of the piston rod between its smooth surface and male threaded part, and it has an area of
approximately 80% of the piston rod itself. In compression, the piston undercut yields with-
out buckling because of its short length. In tension, however, its short length causes the
undercut section of the piston to yield and then to fracture rapidly after yielding occurs.

If the displacement is less than the available stroke in that direction, the device acts as a
viscous damping element. However, when this limit is exceeded, contact between the metal
parts at the upper or lower half of the damper will introduce an axial force in the cylinder
wall. The elastic stiffness and the capacity of this spring depend on the cylinder properties.
The gap (compression only) element has an opening equal to the available stroke, measured
from the neutral damper position to the piston’s full retracted position. The hook (tension
only) element also has an opening equal to the available stroke, but measured from the neu-
tral damper position to the piston’s full extended position.

The energy dissipation property of the damper is represented by a viscous element. The
force-velocity relation for this element is obtained from:

F ¼ CsgnðV ÞjV ja (1)

where C and a designate the damping coefficient and velocity exponent, respectively, and sgn
denotes the sign function. The dampers used in this study had a velocity exponent of 0.5—a
common value used in U.S. practice. It should be noted that no limit states were considered for
the viscous element. For the particular type of dampers investigated in this paper, when the
damper velocity exceeds the design velocity multiplied by a damper-specific safety factor, the
orifices open further. This, in turn, alters the constitutive properties of the viscous element
slightly. More importantly, such a design caps the force delivered to the internal components
and protects the cylinder wall from additional pressure loading. A more detailed discussion of

Figure 3. Normalized constitutive relations for viscous damper components: (a) driver brace,†

(b) piston, (c) cylinder wall, and (d) viscous element.

† It should be noted that the driver brace is modeled as a linear elastic element. However, the axial force in this
component was checked to ensure that the limit state of buckling was accounted for.
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this issue is presented in Miyamoto (2010), which shows that ignoring the change in the vis-
cous property of this type of viscous damper does not significantly alter the computed response.

NONLINEAR RESPONSE WITH LIMIT STATES ACTIVATION

Analytical simulations were conducted to investigate the damper response for the acti-
vation of the limit states. The damper model in Figure 2 was subjected to sinusoidal loading
of increasing amplitude. Data for the case of piston-undercut fracture following the bottom-
ing out of the damper at full piston extension is shown in Figure 4.

At 4.5 s in the response, the piston extension reached the stroke limit and the damper
bottomed out. At this point, velocity was zero, and thus the force in the viscous element
dropped to zero. The damper acted as an elastic brace. Next, the piston undercut yielded but
did not fracture. Loading on the viscous damper was then reversed. This loading reversal
resulted in disengagement of the cylinder walls, causing reloading of the viscous compo-
nent. At 5.3 s, the piston bottomed out again. The damper again became an elastic brace.
Loading was increased further, resulting in fracture of the undercut.

The mathematical model of the viscous dampers was prepared to identify the time at
which the piston fractured (or the driver brace buckled). At that time, the model underwent
spatial transformation, and the damper element was removed from the analysis model using
the available commands† in the program.

MODEL VERIFICATION

Investigations (Taylor Devices 2009) were conducted to experimentally capture the
damper limit states. Next, a mathematical model of a damper with the same properties as
the tested unit was prepared. The model incorporated the limit states discussed earlier and

Figure 4. Response of a damper and its components when the piston undercut fractures: (a)
force in the element and (b) element force-displacement hysteresis.

† A similar procedure is used in staged-construction analysis, where elements become activated or deactivated
(removed).
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was then subjected to the experimental (input) displacement histories. The analytically com-
puted responses (velocity and force) were correlated with the experimental data. It should
be noted that for typical applications, more than a single test is required to obtain high confi-
dence in the test data. For the study under consideration, the main reasons for relying on a
single test are the following:

• The tests of structural components involve applying force or displacement histories
at a low level of loading. Viscous dampers are velocity-dependent devices, and for
a failure mode to be activated, large velocities are required. Such high velocities
could result in sudden fracture and thus present an inherent safety concern. Further-
more, to reach damper limit states, very large velocities—several times the levels
expected at MCE intensity—would be required.

• The test data was used solely to assess the efficacy of the analytical model in cap-
turing various damper limit states. These limit states were captured during the test.

The properties of the laboratory-tested damper are listed in Table 1. This damper was
subjected to large-velocity and displacement pulses in succession during laboratory tests.
This loading resulted in the damper reaching its limit states. The damper was also subjected
to a displacement loading history. To capture its limit states, the piston was extended to
within approximately 3 mm (0.125 in.) of its stroke limit in tension prior to being subjected
to the test cycles.

The experimental responses are shown as solid lines in Figure 5. The FVD limit states
can be identified in this figure:

Table 1. Properties of the laboratory-tested viscous damper

Damping constant Damping (velocity) exponent Stroke Capacity at velocity

195 kN-s/mm
(160 kip-s/in.)

0.4 130 mm
(5.125 in.)

2,000 kN at 330 mm/s
(450 kips at 13 in./s)

Figure 5. Experimental investigation of damper limit states and analytical correlations: (a) force
response and (b) force-displacement hysteresis.
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• At 4.3 s, the damper was pulled in tension at 910 mm/s (36 in./s). The displacement
input was reversed just before the damper bottomed out. This large velocity was
close to 300% of the damper’s nominal design value. At this velocity, the internal
pressure increased and the cylinder wall expanded, which placed a cap on the rapid
rise of the damper force.

• At 4.6 s, the damper bottomed out in tension. As a result, the cylinder walls became
activated in resisting the applied displacement, causing a sharp increase in the
measured force. This was followed by tensile yielding of the piston undercut. The
displacement response after this point was nearly flat (because of yielding in the
piston rod), with a slightly increasing slope (because of the stiffness of the cylinder
wall).

• At 4.7 s, fracture occurred, and the damper load dropped to zero as the damper
became ineffective.

The dashed lines in Figure 5 represent the results obtained from analysis of the damper
element. Good correlation was obtained between the experimental data and the analytical
simulations. The analytical model captured the damper limit states.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

DESIGN PROCEDURE

Overview

The moment frames used in this study were designed based on the American Society of
Civil Engineers’ (ASCE) code provisions (ASCE 2005). Member sizes were determined by
the strength provisions without regard to lateral-drift limitations. The dampers were then
sized to limit the story drift ratios to the maximum code-allowable values.

Seismic Loading

The seismic demand was based on a typical location in the Los Angeles area (impor-
tance factor of 1.0, soil type D), with mapped short period (Ss) and 1-second (S1) spectral
accelerations of 1.5 g and 0.6 g, respectively. These values are consistent with the maxi-
mum hazard values used in FEMA P695 (NEHRP 2009). These values place the structures
in Seismic Design Category (SDC) D per the ASCE/SEI 7 definition for both the Ss and S1

spectral intensities.

The design was based on the equivalent-lateral-force (ELF) procedure in ASCE/SEI 7.
The redundancy factor (q) was equal to 1.0 for all archetypes. ASCE/SEI 7 allows reduction
of the design forces by 75% to account for the effect of the redundancy of dampers when
supplementary damping is used and when dampers are added to all the floors. However,
such a reduction was not taken into account in this study because for some of the archetypes
dampers were not added to all the floors. For SMRF structures, the maximum allowable pe-
riod (Tmax), as shown in Equation 2, was used in collapse evaluation, as specified by FEMA
P695. In this equation, Ct and x are period parameters and are equal to 0.028 and 0.8,
respectively (with building height, hn, in ft), Ta is the code-computed estimate of building
period, and Cu is the period coefficient and is equal to 1.4.
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Tmax ¼ CuTa ¼ CuCthn
x (2)

Design of Moment-Frame Members

The provisions of the American Institute of Steel Construction’s (AISC) Load and Resist-
ance Factor Design (LRFD) (AISC 2005b) were used to size the members of the SMRFs.
Using nominal material properties and appropriate strength reduction factors (/), the beams
and columns were designed to resist the code-prescribed load combinations.

The requirements of the AISC seismic provisions (AISC 2005c) for SMRFs were imple-
mented in the design. For example, all members used in the design met the following criteria:
strong column-weak beam connections, flange and web compactness of beams and columns,
lateral support of beam flanges for lateral torsional buckling, and column slenderness limits.
SMRFs with reduced beam sections (RBSs) are one of the prequalified connections (AISC
2005a) for seismic applications. By reducing the beam flange, the plastic hinge is shifted away
from the face of the column, and thus the complete joint penetration welds between the beam
flange and web-to-column flange are protected. The AISC procedure was used to determine
the cut size for the RBS beams. In addition, single column and beam sections per floor were
used, and column splices were provided at every third floor, as is typical in design practice.

Design of Dampers

After the moment frames were designed per code requirements for strength, viscous
dampers were then sized to limit story drift ratios to the values permitted by the building
code. Because dampers have a velocity exponent (a) of 0.5 and because they were not
placed on all the floors in a typical model, the linear static and the linear dynamic proce-
dures outlined in the code were not used to size the dampers. Instead, a nonlinear response-
history analysis was used.

Three spectrum-matched records were developed, for which the response spectrum
closely matched the design spectrum. Figure 6 presents the target spectrum (solid line) and
the spectra computed from the three records used in the design (dashed line). The damping
constant C, was chosen to limit the story drifts from the maximum responses to the code-
prescribed values at the design earthquake intensity. It should be noted that these records
were used to determine the damper size only and were not used in further analysis.

Next, the archetypes were subjected to the same three records at the MCE intensity, and
the maxima of responses (damper force and displacement) were extracted. This data was
then modified using the applicable safety factor for each particular archetype. The modified
data was supplied to the damper manufacturer (Taylor Devices 2009), which used these val-
ues to design and size the components of the viscous damper.

INPUT HISTORIES FOR COLLAPSE ANALYSIS

The input histories used in analysis were based on the two components of the 22 far-
field Next Generation Attenuation (NGA) records (PEER 2009a). These 44 records have
been identified by FEMA P695 for collapse evaluation analysis. The Pacific Earthquake En-
gineering Research (PEER) Center’s NGA database consists of more than 3,500 records for
more than 160 events. The 22 records selected correspond to a relatively large sample of
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strong recorded motions that are consistent with the code and are structure-type and site-
hazard independent.

Figure 7 presents the acceleration response spectra for these records. These records
were used for the collapse analysis of the archetypes discussed in this paper. The MCE
spectrum is shown as a solid line in the figure. For analysis, the 44 records were first nor-
malized and then scaled. The records were normalized to remove the record-to-record varia-
tion in intensity. The normalization factors used in this study are identical to the values used
by FEMA P695 (NEHRP 2009). The normalized records were then incrementally scaled
until one of the criterion for incipient collapse, discussed later in this paper, was reached.

ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

The program OpenSees (PEER 2009b) was used to conduct nonlinear analysis. Models
were two-dimensional and used linear beam and nonlinear beam-column elements for SMRF
member representation, concentrated plastic hinges to represent RBSs, and a model of Figure
2 for viscous dampers. For the SMRF columns, the procedure described in ASCE/SEI 41
(ASCE 2006) was used to determine the multilinear moment-rotation relations. The elastic
concentrated rotational spring constant for the RBS hinges was obtained by fitting the arche-
type properties to the available experimental data. The moment-rotation behavior for the RBS
rotational spring of the SMRF was derived from the deterioration modeling parameters devel-
oped by Lignos and Krawinkler (2007), which uses parallel bilinear material definitions. The
various components of the viscous damper identified in Figure 2 were modeled as follows:

• The driver brace was modeled using the program’s beam-column element. This ele-
ment was modeled as elastic, and the flag was placed to identify incipient buckling.

Figure 6. Design-level spectrum (solid line) and response spectra from three pairs of spectrum-
matched records used to size dampers.
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The properties of this element were based on its nominal section properties.
• The piston rod was modeled using a bilinear beam-column element. The elastic

stiffness, yield, and ultimate capacity for this element were obtained from the
manufacturer.

• The cylinder wall was modeled using a combination of gap and hook elements and
elastic beam-column elements to account for the available stroke limit and the stiff-
ness of the cylinder wall, respectively.

• The damper’s viscous element properties (velocity coefficient, velocity exponent,
force capacity, and stroke) were based on the nominal values obtained from the
design of dampers at the MCE intensity.

The models were preloaded with concentrated gravity loads prior to seismic analysis.
Lumped-mass representation was used for the model. Inherent damping was assumed as
mass- and stiffness-proportional and equaled 2% of critical for modes one and three.

ANALYSIS PROGRAM AND EVALUATION PROCEDURE

OVERVIEW

The following sections present a brief overview of the methodology used by FEMA
P695 to compute the seismic response of archetypes at collapse-level intensity. This

Figure 7. Response spectra for the original (unscaled) 44 PEER NGA far-field records used in
collapse analysis (MCE spectrum shown as solid line).
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discussion has been modified to represent the archetypes and procedures that were used spe-
cifically for the data reported in this paper.

PUSHOVER ANALYSIS

Nonlinear static (pushover) analysis of the models is conducted to compute the system
ductility, which is used to compute the spectral shape factor (SSF) for collapse probability
calculations. The SSF modification is used to correct the spectral shape of the records for
very large earthquakes because the frequency content differs from that of earthquakes with
lesser intensities in these events.

The pushover load pattern is selected to simulate the displaced shape from a response
spectrum analysis. The target displacement is selected as the horizontal drift at the roof. For
structures with dampers, the pushover model includes the damper. Because viscous dampers
are velocity-dependent components, they are not activated in static analysis as long as the
limit states are not reached. However, after the damper bottoms out, it becomes a stiff diag-
onal member. Such a member will affect the pushover response significantly.

The pushover analysis results in a nonlinear force-displacement output. A bilinear curve
is then fitted to the nonlinear pushover curve and used to compute the yield (dy) and
ultimate (du) roof displacement drifts. The pushover curve on the tensile side is used in
computations of ductility ratios (lT). The computation of the SSF is based on the following
equations from FEMA P695:

lT ¼ min
du

dy
; 8:0

� �
(3)

SSF ¼ e0:14ðlT�1Þ0:42ð1:5�0:6ð1:5�TmaxÞÞ (4)

INCREMENTAL DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

Incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) simulation (Vamvatsikos and Cornell 2005) is a
powerful tool that is used to determine the collapse response of structures. Of interest for
this study was the computed IDA plot of the maximum floor drift versus input spectral
intensity.

For collapse analysis, the normalized records are scaled and applied to the models to
obtain sufficient data points to determine the nonlinear response up to collapse. In this pa-
per, collapse is defined as the lesser of the following drift ratios:

• 18%. This is an arbitrary value that has been used by other researchers (Haselton and
Deierlein 2007) when performing similar types of analysis. It should be noted that
for models analyzed in this paper, collapse occurred at much smaller values. Further-
more, given the limitations in the models described here (for example, using lumped
plasticity), phenomena such as beam flange and web local buckling were not cap-
tured, and these would occur at drifts of less than 18%. However, the 18% value was
used as a benchmark when an analysis case did not converge numerically.

• At a point on the descending slope of the force-deformation curves when the tan-
gent stiffness is reduced to 5% of the initial elastic stiffness.
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After the IDA has been completed for a structure, the collapse spectral intensities (Sa)
for the 44 records are tabulated and the median of the collapse data is used for further analy-
sis. This value is labeled as the median collapse capacity (SCT). The MCE spectral accelera-
tion at Tmax is designated as SMT. The collapse margin ratio (CMR) is then computed from
the following:

CMR ¼ SCT

SMT
(5)

The adjusted collapse margin ratio (ACMR) is then computed, as shown in Equation 6, to
adjust the computed CMR for the spectral shape:

ACMR ¼ SSF � CMR (6)

COLLAPSE FRAGILITY CURVE (PROBABILITY OF COLLAPSE AT MCE)

The 44 collapse points obtained from the IDA of a response quantity are statistically organ-
ized. The collapse data is treated as a random variable whose logarithm is normally distrib-
uted. A lognormal cumulative distribution function (CDF) is fitted to the data to obtain the
theoretical mean (and median) and standard deviation of the data. Although useful, such a
distribution does not account for all the uncertainties present in analysis and does not
include the SSF. As such, the following two modifications are required:

1. FEMA P695 provides recommendations for the total system collapse uncertainty
(btot). For the analysis presented in this paper, superior (A) quality of both the test
data and the model was assumed.& This assumption yielded a btot of 0.55. The CDF
was then plotted with the computed mean, but with a standard deviation of 0.55 for
the logarithm of the random variable (Sa).

2. For the structural system, the CDF was then modified to account for the difference
between the ACMR and the CMR as represented by the SSF. The ordinate of this
plot at the MCE intensity presents the probability of collapse at that intensity.

For structures with viscous dampers, the intensity when the damper bottoms out
(stroke limit) or fails (force limit) is of particular interest. Fragility plots of these quanti-
ties for the dampers provide important information on the adequacy of the damper proper-
ties and the effect of the damper factor of safety on the response. These fragility plots are
also presented with a total uncertainty of 0.55 without the SSF modification. Such an
approach is conservative because it will overestimate the number of viscous dampers
reaching a limit state.

& It should be noted that a single test of a damper would not typically merit a superior rating. As such, a high rat-
ing is reserved for when significantly more test data points are available. In this paper, selection of the superior
rating was based on the following: a) use as an illustration—intended to provide consistency with similar work
by other researchers; b) demonstration of superior quality control—the high degree of precision involved in
manufacturing viscous dampers, compared with more typical structural elements; and c) limited use of test
data—the experimental data are used solely to calibrate the proposed modeling approach. In other words, the
damper and SMRF properties and performance used in the archetypes are independent of the test data presented
in this paper.
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ARCHETYPES

The seismic performance of the steel SMRF-FVD structural system was investigated
by considering the behavior of ten archetypes. The archetypes are intended to serve as
prototypes of the building configuration for which the system is ideally suited. For the
purposes of this investigation, the SMRF-FVD archetypes comprised one-, two-, and
five-story structures. These low- to mid-rise buildings are an important subgroup of
structures, because many applications of the SMRF-FVD system are for this type of
construction. A companion paper addresses the response of high-rise SMRF-FVD
buildings (Miyamoto et al. 2010a).

The archetypes were developed to investigate both the boundary condition of the first-
floor columns and the design methodology used to size the dampers. For the code-
compliant archetypes, the following assumptions were made: a) a damper constant was
selected to limit the drift ratios to the code-prescribed values (2% or 2.5%, depending on
the number of stories), and b) a factor of safety of 1.0 was used to size the damper compo-
nents. For a second subset of the archetype group, the following assumptions were made: a)
a damper constant was selected to limit the drift ratios to 1%, and b) a factor of safety of 1.3
was used to size the damper components. The latter design criterion is often used for above-
code seismic performance (Miyamoto and Gilani 2008) and is hereinafter referred to as
“enhanced design.”

ANALYSIS MATRIX

For each story configuration, pertinent damper configurations and column support
conditions were evaluated. Following usual practice standards, the dampers were

Table 2. List of archetypes used in analysis

Archetype Configuration Design Dampers

Period, s

ID Stories Column base Mass, Mg Tn Tmax Drift FS Floors

1PC 1 Pinned 116 1.13 0.31 2.5% 1.0 1

1PE 1 Pinned 116 1.13 0.31 1.0% 1.3 1

1FC 1 Fixed 116 0.42 0.31 2.5% 1.0 1

1FE 1 Fixed 116 0.42 0.31 1.0% 1.3 1

2PC 2 Pinned 808 1.55 0.53 2.5% 1.0 1

2PE 2 Pinned 808 1.55 0.53 1.0% 1.3 1

2FC 2 Fixed 808 1.14 0.53 2.5% 1.0 1

2FE 2 Fixed 808 1.14 0.53 1.0% 1.3 1

5FC 5 Fixed 2172 2.13 1.11 2.0% 1.0 1, 2, 3

5FE 5 Fixed 2172 2.13 1.11 1.0% 1.3 1, 2, 3, 4

Tn denotes the fundamental period obtained from modal (eigenvalue) analysis.
FS is the factor of safety.
Archetype designations: xyz, where x designates number of stories (1, 2, 5), y designates column boundary con-
dition (pinned or fixed), and z denotes factor of safety (code or enhanced).
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typically concentrated at the lower floors. Table 2 presents the archetype matrix used in
analysis.

ARCHETYPE GEOMETRY

For all archetypes, first floor and typical story heights were 4 m, and typical bays
were 9.1 m wide. The plan view for the one-story archetypes is presented in Figure 8a. The
one-story frame was square in plan, measured 27 m (90 ft) on each side, had three bays, and
had a single-bay perimeter SMRF on each side. For the two- and five-story archetypes, the
floor plan in each direction consisted of five equal bays. The SMRFs were provided only
along the perimeter (as is typical industry practice in the United States) and along three con-
secutive interior bays. The archetypes were symmetrical, and floor diaphragms were mod-
eled as rigid. Two-dimensional modeling along one of the principal directions was used to
characterize the response of the structures.

Figure 9 presents the elevation view of the archetypes used in analysis. For the single-
story archetypes, the column size was governed by the slenderness limit, and both fixed and
pinned column cases had identical members. For the two- and five-story models, each
model represented an exterior framing in the east–west direction. The models accounted for
the three-bay SMRFs and the two exterior gravity-frame bays. One more gravity bay was
placed on each side of the archetypes to account for the combined stiffness of all interior
gravity columns. Such an inclusion is a deviation from the methodology used by FEMA
P695. However, these supercolumns were included in the model to realistically assess the
collapse performance of the building after the dampers and the SMRFs had reached their
limit states. Each supercolumn had a stiffness that was four times the nominal interior col-
umn stiffness. For these columns, the flexural capacity was computed as the sum of the
moment capacity of the interior columns. Fiber-element plastic hinges were used to capture
the yielding of these components.

Figure 8. Archetype plan views: (a) one-story models and (b) two- and five-story models.
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Figure 9. Elevation views of archetypes: (a) one-story, (b) two-story, (c) five-story fixed-base
2% drift, and (d) five-story fixed-base 1% drift.
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ANALYSIS RESULTS

PUSHOVER ANALYSIS RESULTS

Figure 10 presents the pushover curves for archetypes 5FC and 5FE. Because the damp-
ers were placed symmetrically for multistory archetypes, the pushover curves were symmet-
rical. Therefore, results for only one quadrant are shown. For the one-story archetypes, only
a single damper was used, and as such the pushover curve depended on whether the driver
brace and piston rod were loaded in tension or compression.

The dashed lines in Figure 10 correspond to the bare fame (no dampers included in the
analysis), and the solid lines show the plot for the archetypes. The effect of including dampers
in analysis is shown by the difference in the two plots. Note that because viscous dampers are
velocity-dependent devices, they do not influence the pushover response until the damper bot-
toms out. A typical pushover curve consists of the following: a) an elastic portion, b) yielding
in the SMRF members, c) significant increase in capacity and stiffness as dampers bottom
out, and d) sudden reduction in strength as dampers experience a loss of capacity because of
tensile fracture of the piston undercut or buckling of the driver brace. This pattern is followed
by the SMRF members reaching their capacity strength and the structure unloading.

For archetypes with several dampers, the descending slope of the damper failure com-
prises several segments, each corresponding to failure along a floor. For cases with a 1.0
factor of safety, the tensile capacity of the piston undercut is significantly smaller than is the
compression capacity of the driver brace. For these cases, the tensile failure precedes the
compressive failure and results in two distinct drops in the curves (see Figure 10a). For
cases with a factor of safety of 1.3, the tensile and compressive capacities of the dampers
are more closely spaced, therefore the sharp drops in the system stiffness are closer in the
plot (see Figure 10b).

Systems with large factors of safety have higher capacities but smaller deformation duc-
tility. This difference is primarily because when a larger factor of safety and a smaller
allowable drift ratio were used for the enhanced design, the dampers had a smaller design
stroke. The computations for the SSF are presented in Table 3. For all cases, the SSF value
is between approximately 1.2 and 1.5. The SSF serves to increase the collapse capacity
(NEHRP 2009).

Figure 10. Pushover curves for the models: (a) archetype 5FC and (b) archetype 5FE.
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IDA RESULTS

Figure 11 presents the IDA plots for the archetypes 5FC and 5FE. It should be noted
that for a majority of the analyses, the IDA plots flatline (indicating collapse) at approxi-
mately 6% to 7% drift ratio. The thick solid and the thick dashed horizontal lines in Figure
11 denote the SMT and SCT spectral intensities, respectively. The calculations for the ACMR
are presented in Table 4.

The ACMRs for the archetypes vary from 2.1 to 5.4. As such, all the archetypes meet
FEMA P695 requirements, which set an acceptable collapse margin ratio at 1.6 for an indi-
vidual archetype. These results show that the SMRF-FVD system is dependable, with a rel-
atively large margin against collapse at the MCE intensity. It should be further noted that
adding a relatively small (1.3) factor of safety to the damper stroke and force capacities
increases the ACMRs significantly, from 2.7 to 3.5, or an increase of 30%.

COLLAPSE MECHANISM

Several collapse mechanisms were identified for the archetypes. In each case, the col-
lapse was initiated by the instability of an individual floor or by the instability of two adja-
cent floors, as listed in Table 5 for the five-story archetypes. For archetype 5FC, a large

Table 3. Archetype pushover analysis results

Archetype 1PC 1PE 1FC 1FE 2PC 2PE 2FC 2FE 5FC 5FE

dy 0.016 0.016 0.010 0.010 0.016 0.016 0.012 0.012 0.010 0.013

du 0.188 0.246 0.675 0.550 0.100 0.045 0.090 0.047 0.064 0.052

lT 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 6.3 2.8 7.7 4.0 6.3 4.0

SSF 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.31 1.21 1.34 1.25 1.45 1.36

dy and du denote the yield and ultimate displacement (drifts), respectively.
lT is the system ductility.
SSF is the spectral shape factor.

Figure 11. IDA plots for the models: (a) archetype 5FC and (b) archetype 5FE.
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number of collapses resulted from instability in the floors above the level at which the
dampers were terminated. For archetype 5FE, almost all the collapse cases corresponded to
instability at the first floor. Although the first-floor damper had a factor of safety of 1.3, it
was designed for a drift ratio of 1.0% and thus had a small stroke capacity. Therefore, the
damper at the first floor bottomed out and then failed, causing a soft-story mechanism for
this archetype. Such a failure mode can be mitigated by specifying larger damper factors of
safety for the stroke at the bottom story of structures.

COLLAPSE FRAGILITY ANALYSIS

Figure 12 presents the collapse fragility plots for archetypes 5FC and 5FE. In this figure,
the analytically computed data points are represented by asterisks. As noted earlier, the test
data and curve were fitted and then adjusted to account for system uncertainty and the SSF
effect. This final curve is represented by the solid lines. The medians and probabilities of
failure at the MCE intensity are marked with dashed lines in the figures and are listed in
Table 6. For all the archetypes, this probability ranged from 0.1% to 9%.

FEMA P695 provides two limiting values of acceptable probability of collapse at the
MCE intensity for a structural system: a) 20% for individual archetypes, and b) 10% for the
computed average of the entire archetype group. Both of these limits must be satisfied for
acceptable performance. It should be noted that the values listed in Table 6 imply an accept-
able performance for the structural systems investigated in this paper.

As shown in Figure 12 and Table 6, adding the 1.3 factor of safety to the damper com-
ponents resulted in a two- to fourfold reduction in collapse probability. Such an increase in
damper size is cost-effective, and it would significantly improve the response of the damped
SMRF-FVD structures when they are subjected to large earthquakes.

Table 4. Archetype IDA results

Archetype 1PC 1PE 1FC 1FE 2PC 2PE 2FC 2FE 5FC 5FE

SCT (g) 2.79 3.49 5.27 6.12 2.38 3.77 2.59 3.39 1.24 1.84

SMT (g) 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 0.82 0.82

CMR 1.86 2.32 3.51 4.08 1.59 2.51 1.72 2.26 1.51 2.25

ACMR 2.4 3.1 4.7 5.4 2.1 3.0 2.3 2.8 2.2 3.1

SCT is the median spectral acceleration at collapse.
SMT is the MCE spectral acceleration.
CMR is the collapse margin ratio.
ACMR is the collapse margin ratio adjusted for the spectral shape.

Table 5. Archetype collapse analysis

Archetype Two levels 5th 4th 3rd 2nd 1st Sum

5FC 18% 54% – 16% 7% 5% 100%

5FE 0% – 2% – – 98% 100%
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DAMPER RESPONSES

Figure 13 presents the damper fragility plots for the stroke and force, respectively, for
archetype 5FC. In this figure, the analytically computed data points are represented by aster-
isks. As noted earlier, the test data and curve were fitted and then adjusted to account for
system uncertainty. The final curve is represented by the solid lines. The medians and prob-
abilities of failure at the MCE intensity are marked with dashed lines in the figures.

The probability of reaching the damper stroke and force limit states is approximately
33% and 24%, respectively. Table 7 lists the median intensity for the dampers reaching
the limit states and the probability of reaching limit states at the MCE intensity. The aver-
age probabilities of reaching the stroke and force limit states at the MCE intensity for the
code-minimum design were 26% and 16%, respectively. It was noted that when a factor
of safety larger than the code minimum was included in the damper design, the average
probability of reaching the stroke or the force limit state at the MCE intensity was
reduced to 9% and 6%, respectively (or a reduction by a factor of approximately 2.8).
It is therefore important to use a high safety factor and quality dampers for reliable
performance.

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

Table 8 summarizes the performance of the ten archetype indexes and the system of the
archetypes. For acceptable performance, FEMA P695 specifies a minimum ACMR value of
2.0 for a group of archetypes and a minimum ACMR of 1.6 for the worst archetype

Figure 12. System fragility plots for the models: (a) archetype 5FC and (b) archetype 5FE.

Table 6. Archetype collapse fragility analysis

Archetype 1PC 1PE 1FC 1FE 2PC 2PE 2FC 2FE 5FC 5FE

PrColMCE (%) 5 2 0.3 0.1 9 2 6 3 8 2

PrColMCE (%) is the probability of collapse at the MCE level with a total system uncertainty (bTos) of 0.55.
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Figure 13. First-story damper fragility plots for archetype 5FC: (a) stroke and (b) force.

Table 7. Damper fragility analysis

Archetype 1PC 1PE 1FC 1FE 2PC 2PE 2FC 2FE 5FC 5FE Cavg Eavg

Sa* (g) Stroke 2.6 2.8 3.3 3.3 1.6 3.4 2.0 3.1 1.1 1.6 – –

Force 3.0 3.8 4.8 4.8 2.3 3.9 2.2 3.4 1.2 1.6 – –

Pr* (%) Stroke 15 12 8 8 45 7 31 9 33 11 26 9

Force 10 5 2 2 21 4 24 7 22 10 16 6

Sa* is the median spectral intensity for the damper limit states.
Pr* denotes the probability of reaching the damper limit states at the given MCE intensity.
Cavg is the average of the code-minimum design (factor of safety ¼ 1.0); archetypes 1PC, 1FC, 2PC, 2FC, and
5FC.
Eavg is the average of the enhanced design (factor of safety ¼ 1.3); archetypes 1PE, 1FE, 2PE, 2FE, and 5FE.

Table 8. System performance

Archetype 1PC 1PE 1FC 1FE 2PC 2PE 2FC 2FE 5FC 5FE Savg Cavg Eavg

Stories 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 5 5 – – –

ACMR 2.4 3.1 4.7 5.4 2.1 3.0 2.3 2.8 2.2 3.1 3.1 2.7 3.5

PrColMCE (%) 5 2 0.3 0.1 9 2 6 3 8 2 – 6 2

ACMR_Accept 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 2.0 2.0 2.0

PrColMCE_Accept (%) 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 10 10 10

Check P P P P P P P P P P P P P

Savg is the average of the ten archetypes.
Cavg is the average of the code-minimum design (factor of safety ¼ 1.0); archetypes 1PC, 1FC, 2PC, 2FC, and
5FC.
Eavg is the average of the enhanced design (factor of safety ¼ 1.3); archetypes 1PE, 1FE, 2PE, 2FE, and 5FE.
P indicates pass, and F indicates fail.
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performance within the group. The acceptable probability of collapse at MCE intensity is
10% on average and 20% for the worst-case archetype in a group. It should be noted that all
the archetypes individually and the system as a group meet these requirements. Therefore,
they individually, and as a system, are labeled as “Pass,” given their acceptable perform-
ance. The archetypes have at least a margin of safety of 2.0 compared with acceptable
thresholds. Thus, it can be expected that the low- and mid-rise SMRF-FVDs using the
code-recommended factor of safety (1.0) will perform adequately in large earthquakes. The
collapse probability at the MCE level is reduced by a factor of approximately 3 when a
nominal (1.3) factor of safety is included in the design of the damper components.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

IDA of SMRF-FVD archetypes was carried out to assess the probabilistic response of
this design in large earthquakes. A detailed model of the FVDs, incorporating the damper
limit states, was included in the archetypes evaluated. The archetypes were then subjected
to pushover analysis and IDA, and the collapse margin and the collapse probability at the
MCE intensity were determined. Based on the analytical results, the following conclusions
were made:

• The mathematical model of dampers incorporating the damper limit states can be
used to represent the physical properties of viscous dampers and the effect of these
properties on structural response. This model correlates well with experimental
data.

• The SMRF-FVD system, using the code minimum factor of safety, provides
adequate performance at the MCE and large earthquake intensities. The system has
sufficient margin against collapse and a probability of collapse at the MCE inten-
sity that is below the FEMA-recommended values.

• The SMRF-FVD system that uses both an enhanced design and a damper factor of
safety of 1.3 has a larger margin against collapse than does the code-minimum
SMRF-FVD system. The probability of collapse at the MCE level is reduced by an
average factor of 3.0, and the protection provided to the dampers in large earth-
quakes is increased by an average factor of 2.8.

• For the one- and two-story archetypes, when the bases of the columns were fixed,
the performance was improved. This improvement was more pronounced for the
single-story archetypes. Further study is needed to determine whether this finding
can be extended to taller structures.

• For the five-story archetypes, the enhanced performance objective of 1% drift
resulted in an almost exclusive first-level soft-story mechanism. Further investiga-
tions are currently underway to determine the effect on the collapse shape of five-
story archetypes when using a larger stroke factor of safety for the bottom-story
dampers.
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